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EXT. GOVT HOUSING ESTATE - DAY

A block of three bedroom flats , cars pulling out of their

driveways and heading for the exit

INT. HAKEEM’S BEDROOM - YUSUF RESIDENCE - DAY

We are in the bedroom of a young man ,HAKEEM 17, he stands

in front of the mirror knotting his tie

He grabs his bag from the corner of the room, stuffs some

books in it and heads out of the room

INT. LIVING ROOM - YUSUF RESIDENCE - DAY

In the corner, there is a small shelf, more like an altar

Everything on it is displayed proudly. Positioned

strategically for any eye from anywhere in the room to

catch

Flanking the shelf, on both sides of the wall are framed

Newspaper clipping of different academic awards won by

Hakeem, from Primary School to current date.

it a full shelf of award trophies all with one name on

them, Hakeem Alli.

A framed picture of Hakeem collecting a huge cheque from a

a well dressed man in a 3 piece suit.

A framed newspaper article.

Hakeem comes into the living room and drops his bag on one

of the sofa

He walks into

INT . KITCHEN - YUSUF RESIDENCE - DAY

a good looking middle aged woman is there, at the stove.

this is AISHA 43

HAKEEM

Sanu mama

AISHA

Sanu my son , how was your night?
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HAKEEM

Fine mama

She comes over with a pot of steaming acamu,and pours a

share for him

HAKEEM

Acamu again!!!

MALE VOICE(O.S)

What’s he complaining about this

time

This is LUQMAN 45, dressed in a modest suit

LUQMAN

Your son doesn’t want acamu for

breakfast.

HAKEEM

Oh, i love acamu ,mmmmmmm so

nutritious and filling

He drowns the acamu in milk and starts to consume it

Aisha hands him a cup of coffee, which he takes a quick

swig

LUQMAN

Do you know what i had as a child

for breakfast

HAKEEM

Bread and Salt ,with your 6

brothers and sisters, and you

walked to school and once killed

a Baby baby with a loose leaf

notebook.

AISHA

Don’t be impertinent, boy

Luqman finishes off his coffee

LUQMAN

Time is go

He kisses his wife’s cheek and exits

INT. LUQMAN’S CAR - DAY

Luqman starts the engine and starts to reverses the car

when BAMMM, a car collides with him , his vehicles buckles

violently
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HAKEEM

What the ..

He holds his tongue

Luqman look over to his son

LUQMAN

You ok son

HAKEEM

Yeah

Lugman is looking all over his son, checking him

physically, searching for injury

HAKEEM

Dad, im fine

Luqman unbuckles and gets out of the car , Hakeem does the

same

They look at the damage,the rear end is bashed in , the

other driver comes out of the car

OTHER DRIVER

You no get eye, you no dey see

where you dey go?

Hakeem eyes widen in disbelief

HAKEEM

Are you serious!! You ran into us

and you ..

Luqman cuts him

LUQMAN

Son, go wait in the car

HAKEEM

But ......

LUQMAN

Go and wait inside the car

Hakeem looks at the man , and his dad , and obeys

He gets back in the car and through the rear

window watches Luqman and the other drive talk

From what we see, it seems to be a calm , amicable

conversation ,

Luqman remaining absolutley calm , with a smile on his

face ,

Hakeem has a confusd expression
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the two men shake hands and Luqman returns to the car and

gets in . He starts the car

Hakeem looks at him

HAKEEM

Well....

LUQMAN

Well what?

HAKEEM

What happened

LUQMAN

We talked it through, exchanged

insurance information

HAKEEM

And that’s it!

LUQMAN

And what was i supposed to do

HAKEEM

Most people won’t like it go as

easily

LUQMAN

Son, you’re young and i can

understand how you see things the

way you do. But someday you’re

going to have to learn the

difference between respond and

react, both of which are a

choice. Whenever it is in your

power, choose to

respond. Remember that story i

told you about Ghandi

HAKEEM

Yeah, yeah, i know, "Peace is

it’s own reward", a lot of good

that did him.

Luqman looks at his son, takes a moment

LUQMAN

one day son, you’ll come to see

things in a different light

EXT. LEKKI - GATES OF HERITAGE HIGH - DAY

Luqman’s car pulls into the front entrance of the school.

The Iron Wrought gates carry the gold plated crest of the

school.
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The 1994 Peugot 405 stands out amongst the brand new

saloon and SUVs all editions of that year

EXT. EXERCISE YARD - HERITAGE HIGH - DAY

Hakeem scans the grounds before him, he spots someone

ahead of him, he makes his way through the grounds,

walking fast , trying not to be noticed

BUCHI

Mallam, i thought i made it clear

to you not to come back

HAKEEM

Well i guess that answers if you

missed me.

BUCHI

Why don’t you go gather with your

own kind, you don’t belong here.

HAKEEM

and miss these wonderful

gatherings of ours

Buchi grabs Hakeem and cocks his fist

BUCHI

E be like say i go need remind

you how last year be

one of Buchi’s goons taps him, a teacher is walking by

Buchi lets go off him

BUCHI

Seems like your lucky day

He pushes Hakeem back

HAKEEM

Always a pleasure

INT. HALLWAY - HERITAGE HIGH - DAY

We are outside an office , the sign on the door says

PRINCIPAL. We hear two voices, A male agitated voice and a

much younger female defiant voice.

Their voices get louder, the door opens and a young lady

backs out, still taking her stance

This is FRANKIE BUCKNOR 17, born Frances Funlola Bucknor ,

smart, sassy and more than just a pretty face, a CoaCoa

Butter Lois Lane
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FRANKIE

But the people have a right to

know

PRINCIPAL OJO

This is a school newspaper not

the New York Times, you report

news that is relevant to the

school and student life ,and not

wild political pontifications.

Principal Sam Ojo 42,an Education veteran

FRANKIE

Are you saying that teenagers

don’t have a right to know what’s

going on? Can’t have a voice?

Sounds like disenfranchisement to

me.

The girl is exhausting , he’s exasperated

PRINCIPAL OJO

Heritage High is not the

institute where you just print

anything, we have a reputation.

As principal i have the exclusive

right to decide what is printed

and not printed.

FRANKIE

Well of course you do, Chairman

Mao

Jaded,exasperated but controlled, he composes himself

PRINCIPAL OJO

Ms Bucknor change the article or

it’s not coming out and that’s

final

She goosesteps towards him

FRANKIE

Jah Mien Fuhrer

She salutes sharply. he wants to say something but decides

not to give her any more ammunition.

He walks back to his office and slams the door

She walks down the corridor heading towards the press room

and enters

INT . PRESS -DAY

Inside is Hakeem, he’s at a desk and he’s sketching away
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HAKEEM

I take it your meeting didn’t go

well

FRANKIE

That obvious?

HAKEEM

You have that look on your face

every time you have a meeting

with Ojo, that scowl

She makes a face off his words

HAKEEM

That’s it, like a chiwawa denied

a treat

She hurls a book at him and he dodges laughing , she

collapses into her chair and is quiet

FRANKIE

Do you think we are just here for

window dressing? A nice little

paper to keep the kids busy?

He looks to her to answer, but senses that it’s more of a

rhetorical question

FRANKIE

I mean, we write all these

articles, thinking they are edgy

and challenging, half of them get

shot down. but the ones that we

get through, more people are

interested in what Tonto Dike had

for breakfast.

HAKEEM

Maybe we need to keep speaking

till someone finally pays

attention

FRANKIE

But how long can you speak till

you lose your voice, will anyone

even notice?

INT. CLASSROOM - DAY

A voice speaks , moving around the room , images on the

screen switch continuously

FEMALE VOICE

Each one of these photographs

captures a moment in history, a

point where the people said, a

(MORE)
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FEMALE VOICE (cont’d)
moment that remains says ,

everything that needed to be said

about that time.

we see the woman speaking, MS CHIOMA ETIM ,33 ,pretty.

The image one the screen is monochrome, a man in a white

shirt , stands, as military tanks roll towards him

MS ETIM

When it comes to history and

those that made changes , we know

the names of the usual suspects,

but we forget that there are some

whose names we don’t and may

never know.

Hakeem sits in the class , a bit bored , doodling away in

his pad

MS ETIM

Now i know that most of you would

recognize these pictures if they

were celebrities, but indulge me

a little. Can anyone identify

this image,it’s one of the most

historic of the last 20 years

Her eyes roves over the class, searching . Most of the

students look lost

She stops at Buchie’s desk

MS ETIM

Buchie

Buchie is blank, he looks at the image, no recognition on

his face

BUCHIE

maybe he listened to the new

Justin Brian album and decided,

Good bye cruel world

MS ETIM

Maybe you should put more thought

into your response next time

The smile disappears off Buchie’s face in embarassment, Ms

Etim walks a little forward

MS ETIM

Hakeem, any idea who that is?
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HAKEEM

It’s the student in Tianenmen

Square

His immediacy pleasantly throws her off guard

MS ETIM

....and what was it about this

picture that make it the

historical time capsule it is

today

HAKEEM

the Chinese military moved into

Beijing’s Tiananmen Square on

June 5, 1989 to forcibly remove

pro-democracy protesters, a lone

student decided to put himself in

between the tanks rolling into

the square, as his identity was

unknown, the press dubbed him,

"Tank Boy"

MS ETIM

And why was that one act so

important

HAKEEM

one man standing against the

might of the Chinese government ?

MS ETIM

Standing in front of that tank

meant that he was ready to accept

whatever happened, his cause ,

was more important in that

moment, in that sphere of time

than self preservation. Without

violence, he put himself on the

line knowing that he could not go

on with the status quo, something

had to give. He confronted

violence with a white flag, kind

of like...

She looks to Hakeem

HAKEEM

Mandela,Martin Luther

King..Ghandi

He pauses on the realization of his own words

The Hall Bell goes off, students get up and scramble to

leave the class room
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MS ETIM

Home work assignment, Write Three

Thousand words on the

hypothetical implications of a

similar event happening in our

society, negative or positive.

Hakeem sights Buchi from the back coming towards him, he

makes a beeline for the door

MS ETIM

Onyebuchi, please,stay behind

He turns and Hakeem is gone

EXT. EXERCISE YARD - DAY

The yard is full of activity , different groups everywhere

engaged in different types of activity

Hakeem is on the far side, his eyes constantly scan the

grounds , his shoulders tense, we hear a voice from behind

hims

BUCHI

Mallam,

Hakeem mutters under his breath , he turns around

BUCHI

You wan embarrass me for class

abi, u just dey do like say na

only you sabi book

HAKEEM

What are you talking....

POW, his words are cut short by a right hook to the jaw ,

Hakeem is disoriented

BUCHI

were you saying something ?

Hakeem gets back up , trying to center himself

HAKEEM

i think a mosquito just landed on

my jaw

BAM the sentence is punctuated as BUCHI’s fist connects

with Hakeem’s jaw in a right hook, he’s is thrown off

balance a little,staggering to to regain his lost footing

BUCHI

Come beat me nah,you be bad guy

abi.
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A smug satisfied smile spreads across his face. That smile

fades as the sees Hakeem get back on his feet

This surprises Buchi , the little bastard didn’t stay

down.

He throws another punch, Hakeem staggers but is still

standings

BUCHI

E no go better for you if u stand

up.

Hakeem is upright, he touches his lip, which is cut

HAKEEM

You’re going to have to repeat

that, i didn’t quite hear you.

Buchi see’s red, and he unleashes a right hook,followed by

a back hand,Hakeem spins off balance and topples to the

ground

Across the play ground someone spots this altercation

RANDOM STUDENT

Fighhhhhhhhht

A wilder beast type stampede of students rushes towards

them.

The students form a ring around them

A sick laugh emerges from Hakeem as he gets up again, his

face bleeding now

HAKEEM

Where did you learn how to punch,

Sesame Street!!!

Buchi has a crowd now, he can’t look bad.

He screams at Hakeem to get out of the way, throwing

several punches.

Hakeem is really getting the shit kicked outta him... but

keeps getting up

Someone in the crowd breaks is recording this on his

iPhone and he starts to record the fight

Buchi is exhausted, he’s breathing heavy

BUCHI

If you like yourself make you

stay for ground.
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Buchi starts to walk away, the group slowly starts to

disperse ,fight is over

Hakeem is on the ground he’s out for the count ...or is

he? Arms buckling,he pushes himself to his feet

Buchi stops in his tracks he turns round and he sees

Hakeem,getting to his feet, slowly but surely,

feet quivering, but planted firmly

his back arches, his eyes focused, strong and defiant

His face swollen,blood leaking from a gash in his eye brow

, he can barely stand , but he gets to his feet unaided

HAKEEM

Where do you think you’re going?

Stay till the job’s done.

His eyes ablaze with defiance,determination

He’s bleeding . Face swollen. Buchi now has a genuine look

of horror on his face

What else can he do to this guy??

HAKEEM

Come on, is that the best you

got??? Come onnnnnnn!!!!

Hakeem throws himself on Buchi in a bear hug shaking his

head the blood spraying on Buchi,who has a horrified look

in his eyes

He’s retreats like a crab, Hakeem has a strong grip on his

collar

Hakeem stands his ground

A mix of horror and fascination fills the faces of the

students around him

Buchi scrambles to his feet and runs

Hakeem watches the fleeing Buchi, his mouth bleeding his

cronies stand baffled and even disgusted over what just

took place

As soon as is out of sight, HAKEEM crumbles to the

ground, passing out, spread eagle.

BLACK OUT

INT. SCHOOL CLINIC - HERITAGE HIGH - LEKKI - DAY

Hakeem wakes up, his vision is blurry, he’s a bit groggy,

groans in pain, .
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He gets on his feet, he touches his face and flinches it’s

swollen and painful. He searches for an item with a

reflective surface.

Frankie in the room with him, she’s reading a book,

waiting for him.

FRANKIE

Hello there slugger

HAKEEM

You’re enjoying this aren’t you

FRANKIE

How could say that , im

hurt,....Rocky

HAKEEM

How long have i been out?

FRANKIE

A few hours , and in that time

You’ve become a sensation my

friend

She shows him a video on her phone, it’s of the fight

FRANKIE

80,000 views in one hour.

He places his feet on the floor , wincing in pain as he

does

HAKEEM

Why do they always get my bad

side ....What does Ojo make of

all this, im sure he’s popping

stress pills like tic tacs

He comes up to the window she sits beside and looks out

the down below walking across the playground he sees Buchi

leaving the compound, he is with an older man that walks

beside him.

FRANKIE

While you were out, several

students came out to complain

about him, He’s been expelled i

think he,ll find a lot of eager

playmates at Military School. You

started quite a revolution my

friend by getting your ..i mean

standing up to him...and i have

to rush off got a paper to

write...somebody has got to keep

speaking.

She walks out
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we hear a set of footsteps approaching

HAKEEM

come back for a quote?

Hakeem turns around and Luqman steps into his line of

sight , the two men look at each other ,a slight nod of

acknowledgment.

THE END


